PL survey results F21

Interest

- C++
- Ruby
- JavaScript
- Python
- C
- Pascal
- R
- Matlab
- Java
- Swift
- C#
- Fortran
- PHP
- Go
- Prolog
- Kotlin
- LISP
- Perl
- ML
- Objective-C
- Scheme
- Smalltalk
- TypeScript
- Assembly
- Rust
- Basic
- Dart
- Haskell
- Julia
- NetLogo

Interest levels:
- yes!
- maybe
- no
Any other languages you'd like to learn more about?

• Lua (e.g. used in game creation system Roblox)

• would be interested to see what programming in COBOL is like

• prog languages vs. markup languages, why do we have them

• which languages are most popular/efficient for mobile and app development